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Entwined Love (https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/collections/wedding/bridal/entwined-love/) gave a
whimsical take on Beauty in Diversity. The world is beautiful because it is diverse and diversity is the beauty of
this creation. That’s the beauty we have encapsulated in our #sanyuktashrestha ‘Entwined Love Chapter- 2’
collection. The puzzle that is ‘Designed for You, Inspired by You’; the collection for the modern bride, where
Sanyukta Shrestha brides from various cultural background inspired the subtle innovation.

From eco devotees to the committed Sanyukta Shrestha brides, the creative juices of inspiration are �owing as
soon as head designer meets the women who put forward their personality into creating a gown exclusive to
themselves, ultimately embracing their uniqueness. Entwined Love-chapter 2 is the ultimate nod to the
extraordinary women whom Sanyukta shared their wedding journey with. The Designer has paid the ultimate
tribute to the many multicultural/multinational brides by immortalising them, naming each design after a
special bride: Sarah, Dhanistha, Candice, Francesca, Jamie, Maddy, Chloe, Ha�da and Martha to name a few!

“With their own set of needs, hopes cultural diversity and insecurities for the wedding dress, we work together
to dissolve their fears and heighten their attributes; resulting in the dream dress coming to life. Whether she
wants to celebrate her waistline with a tulle skirt over trousers or maintain a minimalist aesthetic in a slinky
gown underneath a ball gown silhouette, The Chapter 2, is for the fashion forward bride with a clear vision to
showcase their individuality”- Sanyukta Shrestha, Founder & Creative Director adds.

#SanyuktaShresthabrides (https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/sanyuktashresthabride/), come from all
walks in life. Some are eco-fashion devotees, some are looking to create one off bespoke piece,  some are
vegans desiring an animal friendly gown while others are marrying in a same-sex ceremony looking for an all-
in-one to wow their congregation. It was their collective uniqueness and individuality that created Sanyukta
Shrestha’s most innovative collection to date; taking their style and adapting to suit their own aesthetic and
goals. It is the versatility of the collection that makes Entwined Love: Chapter 2 a bride’s dream collection.

View Entire Entwined Love – Chapter 2 Collection
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Maddy
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Michelle with Chiffon skirt
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 (https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/collection_item/sarah-with-big-skirt/)

Sarah with Big Skirt
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Chloe and Lydia
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